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Ansrucr
The chemical composition of carpholite can be representedas MrAloSioOrdOH)t (M :
Mn2+, Fe2+,Mg,*). The nonstoichiometricLi*-, K*-, F--bearingcarpholite that we investigatedoccurs as white to straw-yellow needlesin miarolitic cavities in the Sawtooth
batholith, Idaho, and has the composition &(Mnr-"Li,)Al4Si4(OH)4F4 with x = 0.65. It is
b:20.302(7), c: 5.138(3)A, and
orthorhombic,spacegroupCcca,with a : 13.715(5),
Z : 4. The atomic positions including H have been refined to an R factor of 0.022 on the
basis of 852 X-ray reflections.The crystal structure consistsof pyroxene-like slabs [T-OT layerswith single silicate chains and Al(l) octahedralbandsl parallel to the c axis, crosslinked by (Li*, Mn2+) and Al(2) octahedralbands.Half the (OH)- ions in normal carpholite
are replacedby F- ions in an ordered fashion. Li*, replacingMn2+ in a distorted octahedral
coordination, occupiesa site distinct from the Mn2+ position. The K* ions partially occupy
a large cavity with sixteenfold coordination [O'FJ, which can be describedas a truncated
octagonalbipyramid. Thesecagessharerectangularfaceswith adjacentonesto form channels parallel to q which are peculiar to the carpholite structure. There is an additional
channel site comparable to the A site in the amphiboles. The carpholite stmcture type is
amenableto a large variety of cationic and anionic substitutions.
INtnooucrroN
The chemical composition of most naturally occurring
carpholites can be represented by MrAl.Sioo"toilr,
where M : Mn, Fe, Mg. The determinatio" of ttre c.V#i
structure of ferrocarpholite (McGillavry et al., 1956) was
followed by determinations of the crystal structures of
manganoan carpholite (Naumova et al., 1975; Lindemann et aI., 1979) and magnesiocarpholite (Viswanathan, 1981). Occurrencesof ferromagnesiancarpholites
in different parts of the world in different geologic horizons have attracted attention as indicators of high-pressure-low-temperaturemetamorphic environments (Mottana and Schreyer, 1977). The crystal chemistry of the
ferromagnesiancarpholites has been described by Viswanathan and Seidel(1979).In this paper, we presentthe
chemical and structural details of a new member of the
carpholitefamily, which is characterizedby the coupled
substitutionKr + Li+ e Mn2+ and the orderedreplacement of half the (OH)- ions by F-, giving rise to the
nonstoichiometricformula K,(Mnr-Ji,)Al4Si4Orr(OH)oFo,
with x E 0.65. The coupled-cation substitution is reminiscent of the situation in amphiboles, where the large A
site is sometimespartially occupiedby K* becauseof the
l 0-l 084$02.00
0003-o04x/89/09

coupled substitution Si4+ e Al3+ + K*. Sincecarpholites
share.somecommon structural featureswith pyroxenes'
nam.9lv.,T-9-T layers with single silicate chains' this
similarity with the amphiboles is quite intriguing'
occunnnNcE AND CHEMICALCOMPOSTTTON
The K-, Li-, and F-bearing carpholite occurs as white
to straw-yellow needlesin the miarolytic cavities of the
Sawtooth batholith, Idaho. The associatedminerals are
quartz, microcline, albite, beryl, topaz, bertrandite, helvite, zinnwaldite, fluorite, hematite, and apatite. The nature of the geologicoccunence indicates a relatively low
pressureand medium temperature environment for its
origin. The averagechemical composition (wto/ooxides),
as determined by the electron microprobe (except Li,
which was determined by atomic absorption) is as follows: SiO, 36.44, TiO, 0.08, AlrO3 30.65, MnO 13.00,
Feo (total) 0.55, MgO 0.08, cao 0.01, Bao 0.02, Ilo
5.03, Na,O 0.69,Li,O Ll9, F 9.21,H2O (by difference)
6.93. The chemical formula derived from this analysison
the basis of 20(O + OH + F) gives
IG ,o(Mnt ,rl-io,rNao,rFeoorMgoo,)Al3e5si3
re.
06F3
,rO,, ?5(OH)5

r 084
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TABLE1, Nonstoichiometric
carpholite:Crystaldata
Nonstoichiometric carpholite: straw-yellow needles from
sawtooth batholith, ldaho
lq c(Lio.5Mnr35)AlnSioorr(OH)4F4
Orthorhombic, ,nmm

a (A):13.715(s)
b (A):20.302(7)
c(A):5.138(3)
y(43):1430.63
Spacegroup:Ccca
Z:4

D*. (g cmi): 3.065
p (MoKa)(cm 1):21.93
Total no. of reflections:1044
No. of reffections>2o(l):852
R: O.022
R*: O.022

The K* and (Li* * Na*) contentsrangeberween0.57 and
0 . 7 1 ,M n f r o m 1 . 1 4t o 1 . 3 8 ,a n d F f r o m 2 . 8 1t o 3 . 6 2 p e r
formula unit. For the purposesof crystal-structuredetermination, we have adopted a simplified formula:
I( ur(Li,Na)o
.rMn, rrAloSio(OH)4F4.
K- and F-bearing carpholites were reported earlier by
Chashka et al. (1973) and Marchenko and Goncharova
(1981), who proposed the chemical formula (Mn,Zn,
Fe'z+...),-,(K,Li,Na)r"Alr(SirO6XOH,F)4.
We will show
that the formula we have proposed above is crystalchemically correct.
ExpnnrnrnNTAl DETATLS
Preliminary X-ray Weissenbergphotographs revealed
orthorhombic symmetry. The systematicabsences(hkl, h

+ k : odd; hjl, h, l: odd; jkl, k, l: oddi hkj, h, k:
odd; /r00, h : odd; 0k0, k: odd; and 001 / : odd)
confirm the spacegrovp Ccca.Unit-cell dimensions (Table l) were determined by least-squaresrefinement from
2d values(12 < 20 < 24.87")of 25 reflectionsmeasured
on an Enraf Nonius cAD + diffractometer with MoKa radiation. The crystaldimensionswere 0.03 x 0.15 x 0.20
mm. The intensity data were collected on the same diffractometer using the 0-20 scanmode and MoKa radiation (graphite monochromator). Three standard reflections were measured after every 200 reflections; no
significant changein intensities was observedduring the
data collection.A total of 1045 independentreflections
were measuredwithin 20 < 60, out of which 852 reflections had intensities greater than 2o(I), where o(1) is the
standard deviation as determined from counting statistics. The intensities were corrected for Lorentz, polar
ization, and absorption factors, the latter using psi-scans.
The scatteringfactors including anomalousdispersionfor
Li, K, Mn, Si, Al, O, F, and H were taken from the International Tablesfor X-ray Crystallography,volume IV
(19'74).The crystal structure was determined by direct
methods, which yielded the positions of all the heavy
atoms and oxygens.The Li and H positions were determined from difference-Fourier maps. The partial occupanciesof K, Li, and Mn were determined by site occupancy refinement. The least-squaresrefinement using
anisotropic temperature factors for all atoms except H

TaBLE2A. Nonstoichiometric
carpholite:Atomic positionaland isotropicthermalparameters
Atom

Site occupancy

x

0.191(1)
0.299(2)
0.206(2)
1 000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

K
Mn
Li
A(1)
A(2)
Si

o(1)
o(2)
o(3)
o(4xoH)
F
H

0.00000
0.00000
0.0009(26)
0.19s36(6)
0.00000
0.19323(4)
0.2071(1)
0.0805(1
)
0.2456(1
)
0 0689(2)
0 1026(1)
0 12s0(20)

0.25000
1)
0.37733(1
1)
0.3765(1
0.2500
0.46136(4)
0.37902(3)
0.29943(7)
0.39809(7)
0.41057(71
0.46806(7)
0.30s94(7)
0.4620(1
4)

0.75000
0.25000
0.2580(26)
0.25000
0.75000
0.9137(1)
0.9312(3)
0.8e97(3)
0.1723(3)
0.4323(3)
0.3667(3)
o.4154(25)

0.031
0(5)
0.007s(2)
0.01
90'.
0.0065(2)
0.0073(2)
0.0060(1
)
0.0075(4)
0.0089(4)
0.0085(3)
0.0085(4)
0.0157(4)
0.0453(26)

Aiote:Standard deviation in oarentheses
' U* : ('/ur")>,ZjU ar
- ' U ( i s o t r o p i c ) . tar

TABLE28, Nonstoichiometric
carpholite:Anisotropicthermalparameters,4
uf
K
Mn
A(1 )
A(2)
Si

o(1)
o(2)
o(3)
o(4xoH)
F

0.0190(7)
0.0061(3)
0.0071(3)
0.0068(3)
(2)
0.0061
0.00e3(6)
0.0062(6)
0.0112(6)
0.0060(6)
0.0147(6)

U2

0.0s46(1
1)
0.0073(3)
0.0068(3)
0.0086(4)
0.0064(2)
(6)
0.0071
0.0110(6)
0.008s(6)
0.0109(6)
0.0170(6)

us
0.0196(7)
0.0058(3)
0.0058(4)
0.0067(4)
0.0056(2)
0.0063(6)
0 0095(7)
0.0061(6)
0.0089(7)
0.01s6(6)

Note: U,,:expl-2n2(U,,h2a*2 + Uek2b+2+ Uslzd2 + 2u12hka'A + 2u,hla"d

u8
0.0000
0.0000
-0.0002(3)
0.0000
0.000s(2)
0.0006(5)
1(6)
0.001
(5)
0.0001
0.0009(6)
0.0009(5)

ur"
0.0000
0.0019(3)
0.0000
-0.0008(3)
0.0000(2)
0.0006(5)
-0.0004(6)
-0.0027(5)
0.0008(5)
0.001s(5)

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0005(2)
0.0020(5)
0.0020(5)
0.000a6)
0.001
5(5)
0.0053(5)

+ 2u2sklb'd)|. Standard deviationsin parentheses.
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TABLE3. Nonstoichiometric
carpholite:Interatomicdistances(A) and angles(')
TheK polyhedron
K-o(1)
K-o(2)
K_F
K-F'
The Mn octahedron
Mn-O(2)
Mn-O(4XoH)
Mn-F

3.1s3(4)(x4)
3.294(4)( x 4)
2.674{4l$a)
3.648(4)( x 4)
2.154(2)(x2)
2 . 2 7 2 ( 2()x 2 )
2.107(2)(x2)

o(2)-o(2')
o(2)-o(4)
o(2)-o(4',)
o(2FF
o(4)-o(4')
o(4)-F
o(4)-F',
F-F'

4.223(3)
( x 2)
3.089(3)
( x 2)
2.638(3)
( x 2)
3.058(3)
2.661(3)
( x 2)
3.341(3)
4.327131(x2)
3.060(3)

1 s 74 ( 1 )
88.4(1)(x2)
7 3 . 1 ( 1()x 2 )
91.7(1)(x2)
71 7(1)
994(1)(x2)
162.3(1)(x2)
93.1(1)

TheAl(1)octahedron
A(1FO(1)
A(1)-o(1',)
A(1)-F

1.928(1)(x2)
1.91a(1)(x2)
1.808(1)(x2)

o(1Fo(1',)
o(1Fo(l")
o(1Fo(l')
o(1)-F
o(1)-F',
o(1'Fo(1-)
O(1'FF
o(1')-F',
F-F'

2.826(3)
3.842(3)
2.432(31
2.661(3)
2.776131
2.738(3)
2.634(3)
3.706(3)
2.s6s(3)

94.7(1)(x2)
17O.4(1)
78.s(1)(x2)
90.8(1)(x2)
96.0(1)(x2)
9 1. 3 ( 1 )
9 0 . 1( x 2 )
16e.3(1)
e0.s(1)

The Al(2)octahedron
A(2)-o(2)
A(2Fo(4XOH)
A(2)-O(4)(OH)
Mean

1.860(2)(x2)
1.890(2)(x2)
1 955(2)(x2)
1.902

o(21-o(2')
o(2Fo(4)
o(2)-o(4)
o(2Fo(4',)
o(2Yo(4-l
o(4Fo(4',)
o(4FO(4',)
o(4Fo(4.)

2.692(3)
2.794(31
2.727(3)
3.807(3)
2.638(3)
2.394(3)
3.771(3)
2.878(3)

92.7(11
96.3(1)( x 2)
91.2(1)(x2)
172.2(2)(x2l
8 9 . 4 ( 1()x 2 )
7 7. 0 ( 1 )( x 2 )
1 7 1. 8 ( 1 )
96.9(1)(x2)

o(1)-o(2)
o(1)-o(3)
o(1)-o(3')
o(2)-o(3)
o(2)-o(3')
o(3)-o(3')

2.656(3)
2.628(3)
2.698(3)
2.67s(3)
2.667(3)
2.572(3)
2.649

11 0 . s ( 1 )
106.e(1)
111 . 8 ( 1 )
1 1 1s ( 1 )
111. 7 ( 1 )
10 3 . 8 ( 1 )
109.4

3.004(3)
3.058(3)

146(1)
136(1)

The Si tetrahedron

si-o(1)
si-o(2)
si-o(3)
si-o(3')
Mean

si-si
si-o(3)-si
bt-5t-bl

o(3)-o(3)-o(3',)
Hydrogen
bonds
o(4)-H
.O(3)
H
H...O(3')

1.630(2)
1.595(2)
1. 6 4 1 ( 2 )
1.629(2)
1.624
3.004(1)
1 3 3 . 5 ()1
117 . 6 ( 1 )
1 7 46 ( 1 )
0.79(3)
2.321(8)
2 446(81

Mean

o(4FH .o(3)
o(4FH .o(3',)

Notej Standard deviationsin parentheses.For the interatomicangle, read O(2FMn-O(2'), etc.

and Li yielded a final R factor of 0.022 based on 852
unique reflections. Note that we have chosen the origin
at 1 for the orthorhombic space group Ccca and have
followed the atom nomenclature suggestedby Viswanathan (1981).The final atomic positionaland thermal parametersand site occupanciesare listed in Tables 2a and
2b, and the interatomic distancesand anglesare listed in
Table 3. The standarddeviation in Mn-O,F, AI-O,F, and
Si-O bond lengthsis +0.002 A and in K-O,F bond lengths
is +0.004 A. ttre observedand calculated structure factors are in Table 4.'

DrscussroN
The crystal structure of the nonstoichiometric carpholite consistsofpyroxene-like T-O-T slabsconsisting
of two sets of single silicate chains enclosing an Al(1)
octahedral band parallel to the c axis, cross-linked by
mixed octahedral bands of (Li,Mn) and Al(2) octahedra
(Fig. l). The K* ion partially occupiesalarge cavity with
sixteenfold coordination [O'FJ, which is vacant in Mn-,
Fe-, and Mg-bearing carpholites. Furthermore, half the
(OH)- ions in common carpholites are replaced by Fions in an ordeied fashion.
The K coordination

' A copy of Table 4 may be orderedas DocumentAM-89-416
The K coordination polyhedron [K.O8F8] with site
from the BusinessOffice,MineralogicalSocietyof America, 1625
I Street,N.W., Suite414, Washington,D.C. 20006,U.S.A.Please symmetry Dz(222) canbe describedas a doubly truncated
octagonalbipyramid (Fig. 2). The K* ion occurs within a
remit $5.00 in advancefor the microfiche.
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r+b

t
d

Fig. I . A polyhedral sketchofthe carpholite structureviewed
down the c axis. Note the two different types of channels[A(1)
and A(2)l parallel to the c axis, one of which tA(2)1 is partially
occupiedby K* ions (lilled circles).Both channelsare empty in
Mn- and Mg-bearing carpholites.

1 0 87

distorted octagonalring formed by sharedoxygencorners
of alternating silicate tetrahedra and aluminum octahedra: Si-Al( l)-Si-A(2)-Si-Al( I )-Si-A(2). Two curved rectangular facesconsisting of F- ions, one occurring above
and one below the octagonalring, truncate the apices of
the octagonal bipyramid. These rectangular faces are
formed by sharedcorners of a tetragonalring of alternating (Li, Mn) and Al(l) octahedra(Fig. 3). The octagonal
bipyramids share these rectangular faces with adjacent
polyhedra to form channelsparallel to the c axis (Fig. 2b).
Thesechannelsare unique to carpholite and are reminiscent of similar channels in zeolites. To our knowledge,
the sixteenfold coordination sphereof K* in carpholite is
the largest reported for K so far. The two sets of K-O
distancesare 3.153(x 4) and 3.294A(x 4), whereone
setof K-F distancesis considerablyshorter- 2 .674 A 1x
4)-and the other setis considerablylonger- 3.648A ( x
4).
The (Li,Mn) octahedron
The substitution of a monovalent ion, Li*, for a divaIent ion, Mn2+,in an octahedralsite is not very common,

Fig. 2. (a) (upper)A stereoscopicview ofthe sixteenfoldcoordination polyhedron around K*. (b) (lower) Channels[A(2)] formed
by sharing the rectangularfacesof the polyhedra containing the K* ions.
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cDr

o
o
Fig. 3. A stereoview of the carpholite structure showing the details of the pyroxene-type T-O-T slab, the (Li,Mn) and Al
octahedralband and the ordered distribution of the (OH)- and F- ions.

although small amounts of Li* substituting for Mg2+ in
the octahedral M(3) site in the Mn-bearing amphiboles
juddite and winchite from India have been reported by
Ghose et al. (1986). In a difference-Fouriermap of the
nonstoichiometric carpholite, calculatedwithout the contribution of the Li atom to the structure factors, a small
elongatedpeak appearsoffthe twofold rotation axis (ll D);
this position (Table 2) is different from the Mn position
on the b axis by 0.045 A. Although the Li position could
not be satisfactorily refined becauseofits low occupancy
and weak X-ray scattering factor, it is clear that Li and
Mn do not occupy the same position within the distorted
octahedralsite. The small amount of Na presumably occufs ar the Li site. The splitting of the (Li,Mn) site in
carpholite is reminiscent of the splitting of the M2 site in
pyroxenesalong a diad-axis into M2 andM2' due to the
simultaneousoccurrenceof (Ca + Na) (-0.9) and Mg
(-0.1) at this site (Rossiet al., 1987).

The [(Li,Mn)Or(OH)rFr] octahedron (point symmetry
C,ll b) sharesthreeedges-one (OH){OH) edgeand two
O(2)-(OH) edges-with three adjacent A(2) octahedra;
thesesharededgesare short,2.662 and 2.638 A 1x Z;,
respectively,and the subtendedanglesat Mn [71.7'and
73.1" (x2)l are much smaller than the ideal 90'octahedral angle.In contrast, the octahedraledge,F-F opposite
to the short KOHF(OH)I edgeis much longer(3.059A),
and the F-Mn-F angleis 93.1'. This octahedraldistortion
is common in all carpholites(cf. Viswanathan, l98l).
Compared to the correspondingMn octahedron in Mnbearing carpholite (Naumova et al., 1975), the (Li,Mn)
octahedronis significantly smaller: the (Li,MnFO(2) and
(Li,Mn)-(OH) distances,(2.153and 2.273 A) are shorter
by 0.027 and 0.046 A, respectively.The (Li,Mn!F distarce (2.107 A), on the other hand, is slightly longer than
the corresponding Mn-(OH) distance (2.066 A) in Mnbearing carpholite.

Fig. 4. Hydrogen-bonding schemein the nonstoichiometnc carpholite.
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Trele 5. Nonstoichiometric
carpholite:Some possiblecation and anion substitutions
8A(1)
MnrAl4Si4Olr(OH)s
FerAlnSi40,r(OH)B
MgrAl4Si.Olr(OH)s
KLi,Al4Si4O12Fl(OH)4
KLirAl4Si4OlrFs
NaKLirA14(Si,Al)4O,rFo

!
!
!

n
!
TzNa

4^(2)

8M

!Mn
!Fe
DMg
KLi
KLi
KLi

8A(1)

8A(2)

16 S i

AI
AI
AI
AI
AI
AI

AI
AI
AI
AI
AI
AI

Si
Si
Si
SiFOH
Si
Y2Si+V2Al

OH
OH
OH

OH
OH
OH

FF
F

F

Note; n : vacancv.

The Al octahedra

Mg-bearingcarpholites.The ordered(OH)-F substitution
can
be clearly seen in Figure 3. However, the variable
There are two different types of Al octahedra in carpholite. The [Al(l)O.Fr] octahedron(point symmetry C, (OHFF ratio in the chemical composition indicates re(OH) at the F
ll a) forms the pyroxene-like T-O-T slab with the silicate placement of up to one F out of four bV
A.
ttre
is
0.79
oxygenatom,
The
O(4FH
distance
sire.
chains, whereas the [Al(2)Or(OH),] ocrahedron (point
is
recipient
of
two weak hytwo
Si,
the
O(3),
bonded
to
symmetry c, ll b) is part of the mixed (Li,Mn) and Al
octahedral band, which is perpendicular to the plane of drogenbonds from two different (OH) groups (Fig. 4); the
. .O(3) distancesare 2.321 and 2.446 A, and the corthe T-O-T slab (Fig. l). Both octahedraare tetragonally H.
responding
O(4)-H"'O(3) angles and O(4FO(3) disdistorted; the A(1) octahedron is shortened,whereasthe
are
146"
and 136'and 3.004 and 3.058 A, respectancas
Al(2) octahedron is elongatedalong the apical direction.
Within the Al(l) octahedron,the two A(1)-F distances tively. This weak hydrogen bonding is confirmed by an
infrared absorption peak at 3595 cm ' (Chaskaet al.,
(1.808A) are considerablyshorterthan the four Al(l)-O
distances(avg. 1.921 + 0.007 A). In contrast,within the 1973),the nonbondedOH frequencybeing 3735.2 cm-l
Al(2) octahedron, the four AI(2)-(OH) distances (avg. (Nakamoto, 1978).
1.923 + 0.033 A) are considerablylonger than the two
A(2FO distances(1.860A).
Trrn c.LnpHoLITE srRUcruRE TypE AND possrBr-E
The single silicate chain
The configuration of the single silicate chain is similar
to such chains in other carpholitesand Al-bearing pyroxenes such as jadeite, NaAlSirOu, and spodumene,LiAlSirO6 (Clark et al., 1969), with one distinction: one of
the bridging bonds [Si-O(3'), 1.629A] is slightly shorter
than a nonbridgingbond [Si-O(l), 1.630A]. The reason
for this anomaloussituation is not clear. The other bridging bond tSi-O(3), 1.641 Al is considerablylonger, and
the nonbridgingSi-O(2) bond (1.596 A; ls tne shortest.
The absorption peaks in the infrared spectrum at 875,
980, and 1090cm-r (Marchenkoand Goncharova,l98l)
can be correlated with the Si-O stretching vibrations of
the Si-O(3), [Si-O(l) + Si-O(3')], and Si-O(2) bonds.
The significant differencein the lengths of the two nonbridging bonds can be explained on the basis of their
bonding geometry.Oxygen O(l) is bonded to 2A(l) +
Si + K and is slightly overbonded(2.063 e.v.u.).If we
neglectthe weak K-O interaction(K-O distance: 3.153
A;, the bonding configuration is nearly trigonal planar.
The oxygen atoms O(2), on the other hand, are significantly underbonded(1.863 e.v.u.)to (Li,Mn) + A(2) +
Si + K. The Si-O-Si angleis 133.5',and the chain-kinking angle,O(3IO(3')-O(3"),is 174.6.
The (OH)-F'substitutionand the hydrogenbonding
The position occupied by F in the nonstoichiometric
carpholitecorrespondsto the (OH)(l) position in Mn, Fe,

IONIC

SUBSTITUTIONS

The coupled Li* + K* e Mn2+ and (OH)- * F- substitutions in the nonstoichiometric carpholite show the
possibility of further ionic substitutions in this structure
type, which is more versatile than the amphibole structure in this respect.In addition to the channel site [A(2)]
occupied by K*, there is another set of open channels
parallel to the c axis located at t/a,0 and t/+,t/zalong a and
b (Figs. l, 3). The environment around this channel site
[A(l)] (8ft: t/+,0,2)is similar to the A site in the amphiboles in that it is enclosedby silicate chain layers along
a and octahedral bands along b. However, becauseof
symmetry and multiplicity of this site, two cations cannot
simultaneously occur adjacent to each other becauseof
the impossibly short (-2.6 h cation-cationseparation.
Hence, substitution at this site, coupled with the substitution in neighboring tetrahedral and octahedral sites, is
limited to <0.5. We enumerate(in Table 5) some of the
possible ionic substitutions in the various cationic and
anionic sitesand the resulting chemical compositions; remembering that Mg2* and Al3* can be replacedby other
divalent and trivalent ions (including transition-metal
ions) of comparable ionic sizes,the possibilities, in fact,
are quite large.
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